Background and Outline

The Second International Conference on Indonesian Architecture and Planning (ICIAP)

‘Space for The Next Generation’ Concept, Idea and Practice (in Indonesia)

...is an integrated conference, symposia, and field observation programs held by the Department of Architecture and Planning, Faculty of Engineering, Universitas Gadjah Mada. It questions how planners and designers respond to constraints and challenges of the future, including population pressures, globalization, environmental degradations, limitations of resources, pluralism and identity. The conference is aimed to bring together academicians, researchers, practitioners, engineers, and other professionals all around the world, across geography and academic disciplines to exchange knowledges and experiences on the ideas of Indonesian Architecture and Planning. This year, the main theme of the conference is ‘Space for The Next Generation’ Concept, Idea and Practice (in Indonesia). It has a specific goal to offer a unique platform for the diverse, interdisciplinary and multi-sector perspectives on Indonesian architecture and planning. Such main theme is elaborated into several sub-themes or topics which are:

- Historical & Heritage Issues
- Traditional & Contemporary Perspectives
- Socio-Cultural-Political & Economic Perspectives
- Disaster Resilient Perspectives
- Environmental & Green Perspectives
- Urban Perspectives
- Educational Perspectives
- Future Perspectives of Indonesian Architecture and Planning

Invited Speakers

With so many forward-thinking scholars and professionals whose soon to descend on Yogyakarta, the conference would offer a main plenary session, panel discussions, and excursion to various architectural and cultural tourism sites with the sunrise-to-sunset pre-conference program. Invited speaker will be:

1. Two speakers from Japan
2. One speaker from European country
3. One speaker from other Asian country
4. Two speakers from Indonesian architecture practitioners
5. One speaker from Department of Architecture and Planning and Magister, Faculty of Engineering, Universitas Gadjah Mada

Objective

The Second International Conference on Indonesian Architecture and Planning (ICIAP) entitled ‘Space for The Next Generation’ is organized to accomplish, although not limited to, the followingse objectives:

- Facilitate knowledge exchange among professionals in the field of architecture and planning.
- Encourage interdisciplinary and multi-sector perspectives.
- Promote sustainable and resilient architectural practices.
- Foster a platform for academic and professional networking.
- Highlight the contributions of Indonesian architecture and planning in the global context.
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• Promote exchange of knowledge and experiences from various cases and precedents both inside and outside Indonesia as lesson-learned towards the betterment of communities in Indonesia;
• Enhance multi-disciplinary approaches to perceive the development of architecture and spatial planning seen from different perspectives; Historical & Heritage Context, Traditional & Contemporary Context, Socio-Cultural-Political & Economic Context, Disaster Resilient Context, Environmental & Green Context, Urban Context, Educational Context and Future Context of Indonesian Architecture and Planning;
• Promote multi-sector approaches within and beyond design and planning disciplines in accordance with the conference’s main theme Space for The Next Generation;
• Provide fruitful conference outcome by providing conference proceedings, presentation materials, guidelines, as well as excursion to various architectural and cultural tourism sites as a pre-conference event;
• Strengthen and broaden long-established and tight partnership between the Department of Architecture and Planning, Universitas Gadjah Mada, with the worldwide researchers and institutions.

Schedule and Activities

The 2nd Biennale International Conference on Indonesian Architecture and Planning is scheduled to contemplates various activities as follows:

Conference Day (Plenary & Parallel Sessions)
Thursday–Friday, August 21st – 22nd 2014
Department of Architecture, Planning, & Magister Universitas Gadjah Mada

Post-Conference (Excursions)
Wednesday, August 22nd 2014
Various architectural & cultural sites

Content and Description

In order to provide a platform of exchange knowledge among conference participants and to create a fruitful conference outcome, conference speakers, presenters, participants, and prospective authors are also asked to submit paper work (full-paper template attached), in, although not limited to, these selected conference’s issues as follows;

• Historical & Heritage
• Traditional & Contemporary
• Socio-Cultural-Political & Economic
• Disaster Resilient
• Environmental & Green
• Urban Context
• Educational Context
• Future Context of Indonesian Architecture and Planning

Conference Dissemination

The conference will provide various conference dissemination agendas, these include; conference proceedings, presentation materials, as well as the firsthand experiences by participating to the conference itself.